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Unconditional Love Empowers
An Essay Written By: Leon A. Enriquez, Singapore

All life is sacred simply because love is the cause of life, and life is the
dance of love. Love is the supernatural wisdom and spiritual power that
creates and sustains. Love inspires and empowers the hidden potential to
seek increasing expansion and fulfillment. To know love is to be love:
compassionate and unconditional without any need for judgement.
We are all agents of love by default, whether we realise this fact or not.
Yet, the sooner we recognise that our deepest roots are embedded in the
spirit of love, the more magnificent our individual and collective
consciousness will blossom beautifully, abundantly and joyfully.
There is a way — a journey path — that each of us can embrace and
take. We can — by personal choice and simple dedication — live each
day with conscious awareness of love. Yes, consciously embrace
unconditional love for all. Love is not blind and works best without
judgement. Love is ever always for love’s sake.
Today, if we dare to look beyond our petty differences and our
materialistic pursuits — like our accumulated possessions, our family,
our relationships, our careers and our ambitions — we will notice
clearly a key ingredient missing in our pursuit of happiness. It is love.
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We have heard the same story repeated many, many times before. We
are familiar with the stories of personal success and failures in the
business affairs of the world. So many people achieve admirable success
only to eventually realise a deep hollowness of heart and soul.
Somehow, something is missing.
We ultimately realise that in our desire for personal success, we have
used people to make money as we pushed hard to achieve our material
accomplishments. Yet, we feel a deeper lacking more than before and an
emptiness that is vividly real.
Yet, we know we can do better. If only we become consciously aware
that we should use money and things to help people, our heart and soul
will feel more full. This is exactly how we use love to make the world a
better place. Yes, we can each, start with our own heart and soul to use
the power of unconditional love to create a more joyful world.
As we go about living our daily struggles and routines, it is quite normal
for each individual person to face the challenges of stress and strain, and
therefore experience moments of fear and doubt. At such times, we must
consciously stop and breathe, and learn to pay close attention to that still
small voice within our heart.
The voice of intuition — or inner tuition — has only our best interests at
heart, and knows beyond mere knowledge of fact and reality just the
right thing to do. Recognise then, that this is the voice of love, wisdom
and power that embraces a deeper truth and grounded reason. This voice
calls to you to inspire you to a higher calling.
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To know and discern your true core being is to know a love that is truly
awesome. This love desires to inspire you and enlighten you so that you
can transcend your burdensome struggles. Realise then, this love is
really an invitation to personally live your unconditional love.
If we use this unconditional love to touch all around us, we will ignite a
brilliant fire that will warm all who come close to this light. Then,
darkness cannot exist. Personal love is wonderful but is mostly selfcentred and limited in outlook. Unconditional love causes miracles to
happen spontaneously.
A miracle is simply the unleashing of the supernatural spiritual energy
that makes wholesomeness, health and connectedness manifest
extravagantly on earthly grounds. Unconditional love makes our journey
through life a marvellous celebration.
Love is just love — and yet, love is beyond our wildest imagination and
beyond our human description. Still, love elevates our human
experience to a rapture and an ecstasy of true purpose, valid passion and
lovely peace.
On this earthly sojourn, each soul personality has a certain purpose to
fulfill and accomplish that adds true and profound dimensions to the
experience of love. Know this simple truth: all life on earth deserves and
needs love to achieve its fullest potential. This is regardless of
appearances and actions.
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Yes, all life is sacred and not at all dependent on your opinions or
biases. Therefore, do not embrace any illusions of personal grandeur to
the contrary. Unconditional love shows you just how you can transcend
your human mortality with empathy and compassion.
Yes, we can affect amazing change just where we are, right here and
right now. Start then with personal change which is to mind your own
business well. As you grow in your use of love energy, your poise will
surely make a big impact on a far greater scale than you can even now
imagine.
You have the power and wisdom to love unconditionally. This is a very
significant realisation that will attract and propel the good vibrations of
love all around you. Yes, your present focus, attitudes and perceptions
as well as your thoughts and feelings will cause vibrant change to
happen.
Decide here and now — this very moment — to live your life journey
with unconditional love that empowers, enlightens and inspires true
health, wisdom and power for peace, goodwill and abundant living to
flourish around you.
Love is the only universal talent that supercedes our individual human
abilities. In fact, love makes us transcend our limited abilities to rise to
supernatural heights.
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Love is a conscious latent force that we can give away, and yet, there’s
more to give. So how do we start to recognise this wonderful gift that is
boundless and amazing?
Start within yourself. Love yourself wholely — with all your strengths
and abilities as well as your weaknesses and shortcomings — your
whole package. Love yourself and focus on your strong gifts and talents.
Once you love yourself unconditionally, you can then share your
unconditional love with everyone and everything around you. It’s truly
that simple. It’s also magical.
Know this fact: Love is the ability to be truly kind and compassionate.
Love does not require a certain talent, or some outlandish skill or even
secret knowledge. Love is the ability to bring fine goodwill, good cheer
and simple joy to all you meet — in spite of the pain and suffering and
problems that we face in daily life.
Love awaits each person in our deepest heart and soul in each moment
of life. We come to know and to realise that love is ever present to give
our journey a greater purpose beyond our finite limitations. Love is truly
the most amazing gift that we can share with the world.
Unconditional love gives true meaning to our individual life path. After
all, life is sacred simply because love is the cause of life, and life is the
dance of love. Love is the supernatural wisdom and spiritual power that
enlightens. Unconditional love is the root cause of peace, joy and selfmastery.
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